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Vision Statement 
 

‘Aim high and smile’ 
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Curriculum Drivers : S.E.E.D.    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

‘Seed for learning’ 
 

 

 

‘Life-long learning’  
 

 

 

Enquiry  
 

 

Diversity 

 

 

Engagement 

 

 

Standards  
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The School’s Curriculum Organisation 
 
Our school curriculum is planned sequentially and builds upon children’s prior knowledge and learning.  It reflects and 
exploits the local context and our pupil diversity and is based on first hand experiences where possible. It is broad and 
balanced and is underpinned by the following four key drivers: 
 
Standards:  
 

 Our curriculum is both knowledge and skills based and standards driven.  
 Reception planning is drawn from the Early Years Curriculum and ‘Development Matters’. Key Stage 1 planning follows 

the National Curriculum (2014). 
 Children are assessed at the end of each unit of work against age related expectations.  

 
Engagement:  
 

 It outlines a curriculum which is memorable; it provokes and engages as well as imparting knowledge. 
 Learning is made meaningful and purposeful through cross-curricular links.  
 All lessons follow our school Learning Model.  

 
Enquiry:  
 

 It encourages children to think deeply, creatively and critically. 
 It promotes higher forms of thinking, such as analysing and evaluating concepts, processes, procedures and principles, 

rather than simply remembering facts. 
 It includes challenging questions to encourage confidence, explanation, discussion, reasoning and deeper thinking in a 

forum where there is no right or wrong answer and all ideas are valued. 
 It focuses on promoting a ‘Growth Mind-set’ and is linked to the Characteristics of Learning. 

 
Diversity:  
 

 It promotes inclusion. 
 It reflects and responds to the needs and diversity of the school community. 
 It promotes British Values.  

It aims to develop the qualities of responsibility, respect and tolerance. 
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Year 1  Spring  
 
 
 
About this unit  
This Spring term our topic is called ‘Castles and Caves’. 
In the first half of the Spring Term we will be learning all about dragons!  
We will be investigating myths around dragons, using our expert dragonology books and dragon stories. This information will 
help us to write creative dragon poems and class fact files, as well as recounts of our dragon investigations within the school 
(watch this space…!). 
Through our Art sessions we will be creating detailed dragon sketches, by studying dragon imagery, colours and textures. 
Using our sketches, we will then create colourful brusho paintings of our different dragons.  
As part of our Science sessions, we will have opportunities to identify, name, describe, classify and compare properties and 
materials, as well as to closely explore changes.  
 
In the second half of the Spring Term we will be learning all about castles! 
Within our History sessions this half term, we will study the different types of castles in close detail.  
Through our Design and Technology area of learning, we will look at the different types of materials used when building 
castles. We will then use this information to design our own! We will carefully write step by step instructions to help us with 
our plans, whilst exploring creative materials and structures, to help our castle structures to stay strong and sturdy!  
As part of our Geography area of learning, we will be exploring our local environment and investigating different types of 
homes.  
To finish our half term, we will be going on an observational walk around our local area, to see what we can discover!  
To finish our Spring term topic, we will embark on our very own Knights, Princes, Princesses and Dragons adventure! We will 
make our very own shields, look at the different clothes, do some jousting and explore the roles and responsibilities of castle 
life. How exciting – we can’t wait to get dressed up!  

Key Vocabulary 
dragon, alliteration, rhyme, rhythm, nonfiction, information, contents, index, texture colour, shape, media, print, pattern, 
tools, castle, cave, local area, materials, compare, classify, name, describe, design, homes, observe, sketch, dragonology, detail, 
poems, waterproof,  

 

Topic Title: 
Castles and 

Caves 
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Curriculum Links 
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English 

Spoken Language 

See weekly breakdown below. 
 sentence writing- start with simple sentences and a focus on using resources to self-support (sound mats etc. 
 concentrate on the quality of a smaller amount of writing before moving onto developing stamina 
 recap and repeat adjective and conjunction learning (use EYFS posters from Spring 2) 
 handwriting- children less confident with cursive writing- to include 2 timetabled handwriting lessons per week- continue 

throughout Y1 
 children needing further handwriting support will be identified and have appropriate intervention 
 HFW and CEW- reading and spelling of these need to be further embedded 
 using YR ‘busy bees’ as the WYW in writing and phonics lessons- systematically revisiting these in phonics lessons 

 

Phonics •  
Phase 3 and 4 phonics will need 

embedding in writing. 
Spelling and Grammar 

HFW and CEW to be further 
embedded 

Transcription 

Composition •  
Year one will need to develop 
the independence and stamina 

when writing a series of 
sentences across all text types. 

 
Adjectives and conjunctions 

will also need to be recapped in 
detail. 

Handwriting•  
Handwriting to be taught using 

the agreed sequence and 
additional intervention used if 

necessary. 
 

Mathematics 

 represent and use number bonds and related subtraction facts within 20  
 read, write and interpret mathematical statements involving addition (+), 

subtraction (−) and equals (=) signs 
 add and subtract one-digit and two digit numbers to 20, including zero 
 solve one step problems that involve addition and subtraction, using concrete 

objects and pictorial representations, and missing number problems such as 7 = ꙱ – 9  
 measure and begin to record lengths and heights 
 compare, describe and solve practical problems for lengths and heights (for 

example, long/short, longer/shorter, tall/short) 
 YR use comparisons such as full, empty, which can hold the most. Recap this vocab.    

 measure and record weight and volume 
 compare, describe and solve practical problems for mass/weight: e.g. 

heavy/light, heavier than, lighter than 
 compare, describe and solve practical problems for capacity and 

volume: e.g. full/empty, more than, less than 
 

Geography 

 understand locations 
 understand places 
 understand physical and human geography 
 To develop geography skills and fieldwork Art &  

DT 

 use a range of materials creatively to design and make 
products 

 use drawing, painting and sculpture to develop and 
share their ideas, experiences and imagination 

 develop a wide range of art and design techniques in 
using colour, pattern, texture, line, shape, form and 
space 

Science 

 distinguish between an object and the material from which it is made 
 identify and name a variety of everyday materials, including wood, plastic, glass, 

metal, water, and rock 
 describe the simple physical properties of a variety of everyday materials 

Topic: Castles and Caves TERM:      Spring  

Suggested role play areas: Castle or cave  
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 compare and group together a variety of everyday materials on the basis of 
their simple physical properties 

 ask simple questions and recognise that they can be answered in different ways 
 observe closely, using simple equipment 
 perform simple tests 
 identify and classify 
 Use their observations and ideas to suggest answers to questions 
 gather and record data to help in answering questions 

 learn about the work of a range of artists, craft makers 
and designers describing the similarities and differences 
and making links to their own work 

 master practical skills 
 design, make, evaluate and improve 
 I can represent my own ideas, thoughts and feelings. 
 take inspiration from design throughout history 

Computing 

 understand what algorithms are 
 Simple programming of Beebot   
 create and debug simple programs 
 use logical reasoning to predict the behaviour of simple programs 
 recognise some common uses of programming in everyday life 

PE 

Dance & Gymnastics  
 work as individuals 
 work with others 
 master basic movements including running, jumping, throwing and catching 
 develop balance, agility and co-ordination, and begin to apply these in a range of activities   
 perform dances using simple movement patterns 
 To move confidently in a range of ways, safely negotiating space 
 Teaching children how to hold and carry mats in these sessions to use and store equipment effectively. 

PSHE 

  talk about the things I am good at, and the things I find more difficult 
 give examples of stereotyped views of girls and boys and explain why they are not always true 

 recognise that some groups of people are not treated equally and I know some ways to challenge this safely 
 Keeping safe - Teaching children how to hold and carry mats in gymnastics these sessions to use and store equipment effectively. 

RE 

 understand beliefs and teachings 
 understand practices and lifestyles 
 understand how beliefs are conveyed  
 reflect 
 understand values 

History 

 investigate and interpret the past 
 build an overview of world history 
 understand chronology  
 I can discuss and share my personal history 
 communicate historically 

Music 

 perform 
 compose – talk about ways instruments are played  
 transcribe 
 describe music 

Castle or cave themed classroom. Children find dragon egg and follow instructions from the dragon mother. Children become experts in dragonology. Local environment walk. 
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Ongoing 

Half 
Termly 
Spring 1  

Key Skills Planned activities Resources/ICT links/Books 

 
 

PE 

 work as individuals 
 work with others 
 master basic movements including running, jumping, 

throwing and catching 
 develop balance, agility and co-ordination, and begin to 

apply these in a range of activities   
 perform sequences using simple movement patterns 
 Teaching children how to hold and carry mats in these 

sessions to use and store equipment effectively. 
 

Gymnastics  Tops cards 
Music 
Flip charts 

Computing  understand what algorithms are 
 create and debug simple programs 
 use logical reasoning to predict the behaviour of simple 

programs 
 recognise some common uses of programming in everyday 

life 
 Simple programming of Beebot   

Follow algorithms practically.  
Design an algorithm for a friend to follow.  
Programme Bee bots.    
Design a game using algorithms.  

Bee bots  
Bee bot mats  
2 DIY 
2 Go 
Flipcharts 
Computers  
Action Cards 

Music  use their voices expressively and creatively by singing 
songs and speaking chants and rhymes 

 play tuned and un-tuned instruments musically with 
appraisal, pitch and rhythm 

 listen with concentration and understanding to a range 
of high-quality live and recorded music 

 experiment with, create, select and combine sounds 
using the inter-related dimensions of music 

 talk about ways instruments are played 

Music Express 
Travel 
Chinese New Year  
Class assemblies 
 

Music Express 

PSHE  talk about the things I am good at, and the things I find 
more difficult 

 give examples of stereotyped views of girls and boys and 
explain why they are not always true 

 recognise that some groups of people are not treated 
equally and I know some ways to challenge this safely 

 Keeping safe - Teaching children how to hold and carry 
mats in gymnastics these sessions to use and store 
equipment effectively. 

Discussion of gender identity.  Toy photos  
Amazing Grace  
Toy catalogue 
Gender stereotyping books! 
 
 

RE Judaism 
 understand beliefs and teachings 
 understand practices and lifestyles 
 understand how beliefs are conveyed 

Identify the things that are important in 
their own lives and compare these to 
religious beliefs. 
Identify how they have to make their 
own choices in life. 
 Explain how actions affect others. 
Show an understanding of the term ‘morals’  
Name some religious symbols. 
Explain the meaning of some religious 

Books 
Videos 
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symbols. 
 
 
 
 
 

Weekly Spring 1 

1 
English: 

 learn the features of a recount 
 use conjunctions 
 form capital letters and use these for people’s names 
 plan a recount 
 write a recount 
 sentence writing- start with simple sentences and a focus 

on using resources to self-support (sound mats etc. 
 concentrate on the quality of a smaller amount of 

writing before moving onto developing stamina 
 C: discuss how recounts are similar and different to 

other types of texts 
 C: add key words (adjectives, adverbs, powerful verbs) 

Stunning Start – Arrival of Dragon egg 
followed by a visit to the school grounds by 
Mummy Dragon. 
Circle time to talk about our holidays – chn 
to write recount of activities in their 
Christmas holiday.  
Plan recount. 

Dragon’s eggs, nest DANGER sign, brief 
caretaker letters, letters from Mummy Dragon 
personalised for each class, The Egg by M.P. 
Robertson Dragonology book, 

Phonics  Alternative spellings 
 Phase 5C 
 Spelling HFW  
 Practise for phonics screener  

Introduce, revisit, teach, practise, apply, 
assess 

Phonics flash cards 
Best guess posters 
Phonics play  

Art  use drawing, painting and sculpture to develop and share 
their ideas, experiences and imagination 

 develop a wide range of art and design techniques in 
using colour, pattern, texture, line, shape, form and 
space 

 use my pencil to make a sketch 
 show the detail I observe in my sketch 
  use the work of an artist to help create my art work 
 I can represent my own ideas, thoughts and feelings. 
 

• Sketchbook work- detailed dragon 
pictures focussing on different sections. 
 
Looking at different artists work and visual 
examples of parts of a dragon.  
 
Art Gallery for chn to look at and peer 
assess each-others work.  

Pictures of dragons 
cartridge paper 
How to draw a dragon sheet.   

Maths  add by counting on 
 make number bonds of 10 
 make number bonds of 20 
 use resources 
 check my answer is right 
 write a number sentence 
 counting in 2s, 5s, and 10s  

Flipchart 
Maths packs – multilink 
Ten frames  
Number line  

 Numicon 
Base ten 
Ten Frames 
Counters 
Multilink 
Numberline 
Part, part, whole 

2 
English 

 write a recount 
 edit my writing 
 publish my writing 
 recap and repeat adjective and conjunction learning (use 

EYFS posters from Spring 2) 
 

Writing recount 
CIP resources for LA – recount broken 
down into simple parts  
Key Word cards used  

Evidence of Mummy dragon visit (glitter for 
scales, green shaving foam, vegetables/bones, 
burnt logs/charcoal, wooden box with ‘gold’ 
‘jewels, tiara) 
Letters from Mummy Dragon personalised for 
each class 
Dragon stories ( The Snow Dragon, The Great 
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Dragon Rescue, Dragon Stew, Zog) 
CIP resources  
 

Phonics  Alternative spellings 
 Phase 5C 
 Spelling HFW  
 Practise for phonics screener 

Introduce, revisit, teach, practise, apply, 
assess 

Phonics flash cards 
Best guess posters 
Phonics play 

Art  use a range of materials creatively to design and make 
products 

 use drawing, painting and sculpture to develop and share 
their ideas, experiences and imagination 

 add colour and pattern to my work. 
 plan which colours to use for each feature  
 discuss how to improve my work 
 make marks in a tile to create a print 
 create a repeating pattern 
 I can represent my own ideas, thoughts and feelings. 

Dragon painting. 
Apply Brusho paints 
 
Create repeating pattern for printing  

Pictures of dragons 
Brusho 
cartridge paper 
How to draw a dragon sheet 
Examples of repeating patter,=ns  

Maths  represent and use number bonds and related subtraction 
facts within 20 

 read, write and interpret mathematical statements 
involving addition (+), subtraction (-) and equals (=) signs 

 add and subtract one-digit and two-digit numbers to 20, 
including zero 

 solve one step problems that involve addition and 
subtraction, using concrete objects and pictorial 
representations, and missing number problems such as 7= 
꙱ –9 

  use my number bonds to 20 to help me add numbers 
 use resources 
 check my answer is right 
 write a number sentence 

Flipchart 
Maths packs – multilink 
Ten frames  
Number line 

Numicon 
Base ten 
Ten Frames 
Counters 
Multilink 
Numberline 
Part, part, whole 

3 
 

English 

 handwriting- children less confident with cursive writing- 
to include 2 timetabled handwriting lessons per week- 
continue throughout Y1 

 children needing further handwriting support will be 
identified and have appropriate intervention 

  respond to poems 
 plan a poem using alliteration 
 write a poem 
 say what I like about a poem.  
 say what I dislike about a poem.  
 read my plan.  
 use my plan to write my ideas.  
 Use - Capital letters  Full stops Adjectives   Alliteration 

Discuss poem 
Think about likes and dislikes 
Record likes and dislikes – read like a 
reader  
Write dragon poem.  

Dragon poems examples 
CIP resources 
Key word cards  

Phonics  Alternative spellings 
 Phase 5C 
 Spelling HFW  

Introduce, revisit, teach, practise, apply, 
assess 

Phonics flash cards 
Best guess posters 
Phonics play 
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 Practise for phonics screener 

Art  use a range of materials creatively to design and make 
products  

 develop a wide range of art and design techniques in 
using colour, pattern, texture, line, shape, form and 
space 

 carve my pattern onto a printing tile 
 use techniques from other designers. 
 print a repeating pattern using my printing. 
 assess how well I have used the printing techniques 
 I can represent my own ideas, thoughts and feelings. 

Printing based on sketchbook designs 
(collaborative).   
 
Focus on an existing Print maker: 
• Helen Baines 
• Patrick Heron 
• Rob Ryan 

Images of patterned animal skin 
Examples of professional Printmakers work 
‘Polysyrene’ tiles, pencils for carving 
Printing paint, cartridge paper 
 

Maths  to subtract 
 to subtract by crossing 10 
 to write number sentences in different ways 
 use my number bonds to 10 to help me subtract numbers. 
 use resources 
 check my answer is right 
 write a number sentence 

Flipchart 
Maths packs – multilink 
Ten frames  
Number line 

Numicon 
Base ten 
Ten Frames 
Counters 
Multilink 
Numberline 
Part, part, whole 

4 
English 

 use adjectives to describe 
 create a text map 
 HFW and CEW- reading and spelling of these need to be 

further embedded 
 using YR ‘busy bees’ as the WYW in writing and phonics 

lessons- systematically revisiting these in phonics lessons 
 write questions 
 use conjunctions   
 
 

Lost poster, Learn TFW, Perform TFW, 
Write questions for the Dragon Catcher, 
 
Visit from the Dragon catcher, Write what 
we learnt from the Dragon catcher.  

Dragonology book, a range of nonfiction 
text/top trump card examples 
 
TA to go on ‘Dragon training’ on the South 
Downs! – prep resources/certificate etc! 
 
CIP resources  
 

Phonics  Alternative spellings 
 Phase 5C 
 Spelling HFW  
 Practise for phonics screener  

Introduce, revisit, teach, practise, apply, 
assess 

Phonics flash cards 
Best guess posters 
Phonics play 

Maths  count to 50 forwards and backwards, beginning with 0 or 
1, or from any number  

 count, read and write numbers to 50 in numerals  
 given a number, identify one more or one less  
 identify and represent numbers using objects and 

pictorial representations including the number line, and 
use the language of: equal to, more than, less than 
(fewer), most, least 

 addition / subtraction assessment 
 part – part – whole assessment 
 more than and less than assessment  

Flipchart 
Maths packs – multilink 
Ten frames  
Number line 
 
End of unit assessment week  

Numicon 
Base ten 
Ten Frames 
Counters 
Multilink 
Numberline 
Part, part, whole 

Science   distinguish between an object and the material from 
which it is made 

Opportunities to identify, name, describe, 
classify, and compare properties 

Materials  
Sorting hoops  
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 identify and name a variety of everyday materials, 
including wood, plastic, glass, metal, water, and rock 

 describe the simple physical properties of a variety 
of everyday materials 

 compare and group together a variety of everyday 
materials on the basis of their simple physical p To 
name the material from which an object is made. 

 sort and group objects by their material. 
 

 
Whole class activity and sorting circle  
 
Sort materials 
 
Drawing and labelling objects and materials  

Labels 

5 
English 

 recognise features of non-fiction texts 
 use adjectives to describe a dragon 
 plan ideas for non-fiction writing 
 edit a non-fiction text map with my own ideas   
 write an introduction for a non fiction text    
 sentence writing- start with simple sentences and a focus 

on using resources to self-support (sound mats etc. 
 concentrate on the quality of a smaller amount of 

writing before moving onto developing stamina 

Dragon adjectives activity  
 
Innovate the original text.  
 
Start writing the introduction section of 
non-fiction text.  
 
 

Post it notes  
Non Fiction pro-forma 
CIP resources  
Adjective examples  
 

Phonics  Alternative spellings 
 Phase 5C 
 Spelling HFW  
 Practise for phonics screener 

Introduce, revisit, teach, practise, apply, 
assess 

Phonics flash cards 
Best guess posters 
Phonics play 

Maths  count to 50 forwards and backwards, beginning with 0 or 
1, or from any number 

 count, read and write numbers to 50 in numerals  
 identify and represent numbers using objects and 

pictorial representations including the number line, and 
use the language of: equal to, more than, less than 
(fewer), most, least  

 counting in 2s 
 Missing number counting  
 Using part – part – whole and stem sentences to 

represent - ___ is ___ tens and ___ ones. 

Flipchart 
Maths packs – multilink 
Ten frames  
Number line 
Number formation examples  
 

Numicon 
Base ten 
Ten Frames 
Counters 
Multilink 
Numberline 
Part, part, whole 

Science    distinguish between an object and the material from 
which it is made 

 identify and name a variety of everyday materials, 
including wood, plastic, glass, metal, water, and rock 

 describe the simple physical properties of a variety of 
everyday materials- suitability experiment  

 compare and group together a variety of everyday 
materials on the basis of their simple physical properties 

 test different materials. 
 collect and record what I find. 
 use what I see to answer a question. 
 

Sort and group materials according to their 
properties , 
 
Chn to work in small groups to investigate 
the suitability of a variety of building 
materials such as Lego, blocks, paper, 
cardboard, plastic, tinfoil etc. What makes 
this material good for building? What makes 
it a poor building material? Groups should 
test materials and fill in experiment sheet 
for rigid, hard and opaque.   
 
Explore vocabulary – e.g. flexible, rigid, 
cold, warm, shiny, transparent, opaque 

Collection of materials 
 
Three little pigs story  
 
 
Test: 
Card/ paper 
Tin foil 
Lego plastic  
Wooden blocks 
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6 
English 

 write a non-fiction text 
 learn to edit my writing  
 learn to publish my writing 
 sentence writing- start with simple sentences and a focus 

on using resources to self-support (sound mats etc. 
 concentrate on the quality of a smaller amount of 

writing before moving onto developing stamina 

Write remaining sections of non-fiction 
text.  
Edit and publish.  
Self and peer assessment  

Bordered paper for publishing 
CIP resources 
Key word cards 

Phonics  Alternative spellings 
 Phase 5C 
 Spelling HFW  
 Practise for phonics screener 

Teacher to work with children individually.  
Other children to use phonics 
games/resources independently.  

Phonics test materials. 
Phonics games and resources.  

Chinese 
New Year 
Themed 

week 

 Chinese New Year Day – 12th February  Cross curricular: Chinese New Year 
activities –making dragons, making lanterns, 
writing numbers/names in Chinese, eating 
Chinese food using chopsticks, dragon 
dance, Chinese music. 
Geography: Contrasting place in China – 
looking at characteristics/similarities and 
differences (Focus on comparison with 
Beijing)  

Letter home and Food sheet outside classrooms 
informing parents of Chinese New Year day 5th 
February. 
Possible resources- chopsticks, lanterns, 
Chinese food, books, colouring, money box 
template, Chinese writing. 
Maps, globes. 
The Magic Paintbrush – Espresso KS2 Lower 
 

Maths  Counting in 2s 
 Counting in 5s 
 Counting in 10s 
 notice patterns to help me with my counting.  
 use resources. 
 compare numbers to 50.  
 use < > and = . 

Flipchart 
Maths packs – multilink 
Ten frames  
Number line 
Number formation examples  
 
Different representations of humbers  

Numicon 
Base ten 
Ten Frames 
Counters 
Multilink 
Numberline 
Part, part, whole 

Fabulous Finish – Make dragon dens.  
 
 

Ongoing 
Half 

Termly 
Spring 2 

Key Skills Planned activities Resources/ICT links/Books 

 
PE 

 work as individuals 
 work with others 
 master basic movements including running, jumping, 

throwing and catching 
 develop balance, agility and co-ordination, and begin to 

apply these in a range of activities   
 perform dances using simple movement patterns 
 Teaching children how to hold and carry mats in these 

sessions to use and store equipment effectively. 

Dragons Dance Unit Tops cards 
Music 
Flip charts 
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Computing  understand what algorithms are 
 create and debug simple programs 
 use logical reasoning to predict the behaviour of simple 

programs 
 recognise some common uses of programming in everyday 

life 
 Simple programming of Beebot   

Follow algorithms practically.  
Design an algorithm for a friend to follow.  
Programme Bee bots.    
Design a game using algorithms.  

Bee bots  
Bee bot mats  
2 DIY 
2 Go 
Flipcharts 
Computers  
Action Cards 

Music  use their voices expressively and creatively by singing 
songs and speaking chants and rhymes 

 play tuned and un-tuned instruments musically with 
appraisal, pitch and rhythm 

 listen with concentration and understanding to a range 
of high-quality live and recorded music 

 experiment with, create, select and combine sounds 
using the inter-related dimensions of music 

 talk about ways instruments are played 

Music Express 
Story time  
Patterns 
Class assemblies 
 

Music Express 

PSHE  listen to a partner without interrupting and remember 
and repeat something they have said 

 know who to go to get  help if I see teasing or bullying 
behaviour 

 know ways to make people feel welcome 
 identify many different types of family and tell you what 

they might have in common 
 able to recognise that some groups of people are not 

treated equally and I know some ways to challenge this 
safely 

 able to use a range of strategies to calm myself when I 
am feeling angry or upset 

 Keeping safe - Teaching children how to hold and carry 
mats in gymnastics these sessions to use and store 
equipment effectively. 

GRT discussions 
Learning styles 
Goal setting 
Feelings 

Good to be me resources  
PSHE books  
Flips 

RE Christian Churches and Easter 
 understand beliefs and teachings 
 understand practices and lifestyles 
 understand how beliefs are conveyed 

Identify the things that are important in 
their own lives and compare these to 
religious beliefs. 
Identify how they have to make their 
own choices in life. 
Explain how actions affect others. 
Show an understanding of the term ‘morals’  
Name some religious symbols. 
Explain the meaning of some religious 
symbols. 

Books 
Videos 

 
 

Weekly Spring 2 
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1 
English: 

 retell a familiar story 
 write a speech bubble 
 use punctuation 
 create a story map 
 sentence writing- start with simple sentences and a 

focus on using resources to self-support (sound mats 
etc. 

 concentrate on the quality of a smaller amount of 
writing before moving onto developing stamina 

Act out the story in groups adding actions.  
Drawing a story map using pictures. 
Getting into role of a character.  
Writing Speech 

Three little pigs 
Alternative stories 
Marshmallows  
Spaghetti 
Straws  
Camera 
Story Map 
Puppets 

History  identify different types of castles and their features 
 identify the roles within a castle 
 I can discuss and share my personal history 
 

Write questions to people in the past 
Role play (hot seating) 
Labelling castles 

Flip 
Video clips 
Castles 
 

Maths  measure and begin to record lengths and heights 
 compare, describe and solve practical problems for 

lengths and heights (for example, long/short, 
longer/shorter, tall/short) 

 measure and record weight and volume 
 compare, describe and solve practical problems for 

mass/weight: e.g. heavy/light, heavier than, lighter 
than 

 compare, describe and solve practical problems for 
capacity and volume: e.g. full/empty, more than, less 
than 

Compare heights of children in class 
Compare water bottles 
Compare lengths of pencils in class 
Comparing 4 lengths/heights.   

Rulers  
Cubes 
Objects  
Key word cards. 
 

Phonics  Alternative spellings 
 Phase 5C 
 Spelling HFW  
 Practise for phonics screener 

Introduce, revisit, teach, practise, apply, assess Phonics flash cards 
Best guess posters 
Phonics play 

2 
English 

 retell and write a familiar story 
 use adjectives 
 recap and repeat adjective and conjunction learning 

(use EYFS posters from Spring 2) 
 use punctuation 
 edit a story map 
 explain my likes and dislikes about a story 
 

Innovate a story map 
Independently write own story 
Invent a story 

Three little pigs 
Alternative stories 
Story Map 
Puppets 
CIP adjectives 
Word Mats 

History  know the uses of castles 
 know significant events and dates 
 explore castles through time 
 I can discuss and share my personal history 

Designing own castle 
Be able to communicate verbally about events 
in the past. 
Timeline of different castles.  

Flip 
Video clips 
Castles 

Maths  measure and begin to record lengths and heights 
 compare, describe and solve practical problems for 

lengths and heights (for example, long/short, 
longer/shorter, tall/short) 

 measure and record weight and volume 
 compare, describe and solve practical problems for 

mass/weight: e.g. heavy/light, heavier than, lighter 
than 

 Measure various objects with cubes. 
Measuring various objects with rulers.  
Recording measurements.  
Adding objects length/height together to find 
a total. 

Rulers  
Cubes 
Objects  
Key word cards. 
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 compare, describe and solve practical problems for 
capacity and volume: e.g. full/empty, more than, less 
than 

Phonics  Alternative spellings 
 Phase 5C 
 Spelling HFW  
 Practise for phonics screener 

Introduce, revisit, teach, practise, apply, assess Phonics flash cards 
Best guess posters 
Phonics play 

3 
English 

 retell and write a familiar story 
 use adjectives 
 recap and repeat adjective and conjunction learning 

(use EYFS posters from Spring 2) 
 use punctuation 
 use capital letters 
 use ‘ed’ endings. 

 

Story writing independently.  
 
Writing Profile.  

Three little pigs 
Alternative stories 
Straws  
Story Map 
Puppets 
Word mats 
CIP cards 
Various ‘Three Little Pigs’ stories.  

DT  design and make their castle 
 master practical skills 
 build structures 
 explore use of mechanisms 
 select from a range of tools 
 use a range of materials  
 I can represent my own ideas, thoughts and feelings. 

Create a list of tools needed 
Drawing/designing a castle 
Working as a team  

Boxes 
Masking tape 
Tubes 
Scissors 
Glue 
Paper 
Camera 

Maths  learn to measure weight and volume 
 begin to record mass/weight 
 begin to record capacity and volume 
 learn to compare, describe and solve practical 

problems for mass/weight: e.g. heavy/light, heavier 
than, lighter than 

 learn to compare, describe and solve practical 
problems for capacity and volume: e.g. full/empty, 
more than, less than 

 measure and record weight and volume 
 compare, describe and solve practical problems for 

mass/weight: e.g. heavy/light, heavier than, lighter 
than 

 compare, describe and solve practical problems for 
capacity and volume: e.g. full/empty, more than, less 
than 

Practical balance scales- which is the 
heaviest/lightest? 
Use cubes to measure an item in the balance 
scale. 
Comparing items in balance scales (non-
standard measure).  
Ordering the weight of objects (non-standard 
measure).  

Balance scales  
Measuring jugs 
Key word cards. 
 
CP AREA: Balance scales. Recording how 
many cubes the object weighs.  
 
 
 

Phonics  Alternative spellings 
 Phase 5C 
 Spelling HFW  
 Practise for phonics screener 

Introduce, revisit, teach, practise, apply, assess Phonics flash cards 
Best guess posters 
Phonics play 

4 
English 

 write instructions 
 use capital letters 
 full stops 
 use finger spaces 
 use conjunctions 

Sequence events 
Learn a text map 
Innovate instructions 
Write own instructions 

Instruction texts 
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 use imperative verbs 
 HFW and CEW- reading and spelling of these need to 

be further embedded 
 using YR ‘busy bees’ as the WYW in writing and 

phonics lessons- systematically revisiting these in 
phonics lessons 

Maths  measure weight and volume 
 record mass/weight 
 record capacity and volume 
 compare, describe and solve practical problems for 

mass/weight: e.g. heavy/light, heavier than, lighter 
than 

 compare, describe and solve practical problems for 
capacity and volume: e.g. full/empty, more than, less 
than 

 measure and record weight and volume 
 compare, describe and solve practical problems for 

mass/weight: e.g. heavy/light, heavier than, lighter 
than 

 compare, describe and solve practical problems for 
capacity and volume: e.g. full/empty, more than, less 
than 

Practical balance scales- which is the 
heaviest/lightest? 
Use cubes to measure an item in the balance 
scale. 
Comparing items in balance scales (non-
standard measure).  
Ordering the weight of objects (non-standard 
measure). 

Measuring jugs 
Bottles with various capacity.  
Key word cards. 
 
CP AREA: Ordering the bottles from full- half 
full- empty.  
Which tub holds the most water? 
 

DT  evaluate and improve their castle 
 explore and evaluate a range of existing products 
 evaluate their ideas and products against the design 

criteria 
 I can represent my own ideas, thoughts and feelings. 
 

Children to say what they thought worked 
when making their castle 
Children to say what they would improve 

Boxes 
Masking tape 
Tubes 
Scissors 
Glue 
Paper 
 

Phonics  Alternative spellings 
 Phase 5C 
 Spelling HFW  
 Practise for phonics screener 

Introduce, revisit, teach, practise, apply, assess Phonics flash cards 
Best guess posters 
Phonics play 

5 
English 

 write instructions 
 imperative verbs (bossy verbs) 
 explore suffixes  
 handwriting- children less confident with cursive 

writing- to include 2 timetabled handwriting lessons 
per week- continue throughout Y1 

 children needing further handwriting support will be 
identified and have appropriate intervention 

  respond to poems 
 

Sequence events 
Learn a text map 
Innovate instructions 
Write own instructions 

Flip 
TFW text 

Maths  understand the = symbol 
 know my number bonds to 10 
 confidently add and subtract 

Addition with numicon 
Subtraction with counters 

Flip  
Numicon 
Base ten 
Multilink 
Counters 
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Geography  investigate places 
 investigate patterns 
 communicate geographically 

Walking around the local area (COVID 
restrictions depending) 
Creating a map: place knowledge- our local 
area, study of small area. 
Using a key 
Bee-Bots- directions (link to computing) 
 

Beebots 
Computing 
Google Maps 
Atlas 
Maps 
 

Phonics  Alternative spellings 
 Phase 5C 
 Spelling HFW  
 Practise for phonics screener 

Introduce, revisit, teach, practise, apply, assess Phonics flash cards 
Best guess posters 
Phonics play 

6 
English 

 retell and write a familiar story 
 use capital letters 
 use full stops 
 sentence writing- start with simple sentences and a 

focus on using resources to self-support (sound mats 
etc. 

 concentrate on the quality of a smaller amount of 
writing before moving onto developing stamina 

Imitate a story. 
Innovate a story. 
Invent a story. 

Flip  
TFW text 

Geography  understand locations 
 understand places 
 understand physical and human geography 
 develop physical and human geography 
 develop geography skills and fieldwork 

Positional language 
Comparison to small village  
Link to families 

Maps 
Atlas 
Google Maps 
Beebots 
 
 
 

Maths  Maths Spring Assessment  Maths Spring Assessment Maths Spring Assessment 
Reasoning and Problem Solving Paper 
Arithmetic Paper 

Phonics  Alternative spellings 
 Phase 5C 
 Spelling HFW  
 Practise for phonics screener 

Introduce, revisit, teach, practise, apply, assess Phonics flash cards 
Best guess posters 
Phonics play 

Fabulous Finish – Knights, Princesses, Queens and Kings Day 
 
 
 
 


